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1. Introduction 
 

The concept of a fuzzy set was discovered by Zadeh [14] and one of its 

earliest branches, the theory of fuzzy topology, was developed by Chang [1] and 

others. Recently, Zheng [15] and Wuyts [13] introduced the concept of a fuzzy 

path. Using this concept, Salleh and Md Tap [12] constructed the fundamental 

group of a fuzzy topological space. Gumus and Yildiz [5] formed an algebraic 

fuzzy sheaf by means of the fuzzy topological group. Guner and Balci [6] gave 

some characterizations concerned with the fuzzy sheaf of the fundamental groups. 

The sheaves constructed over topological spaces, which are horizontally 

topological and vertically algebraic structures, are very interesting spaces. The 

fuzzy sheaf concept is introduced over fuzzy topological space.In this paper,the 

fuzzy sheaf of fundamental groups over fuzzy topological spaces is shown a fuzzy 

covering space. Furthermore, General Lifting Theorem and its some results are 

adapted to the fuzzy sheaves [8]. 

Definition 1.1. Let F  be a fuzzy set in .X  The set  

0}>)(:{== 0 xFXxFSuppF   

is called the support of F  ([2] , [3], [11]). 

Definition 1.2. Let F  be a fuzzy set in a fuzzy topological space ).,( X  If for 

any two fuzzy points a  and b  in ,F  there is a fuzzy path from a  to b  

contained in ,F  then F  is said to be fuzzy path connected in ).,( X  

 If XF =  in the above definition, we call ),( X  a fuzzy path connected 

space ([9], [12]) 
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Definition 1.3. Let X
~

 and X  be fuzzy topological spaces and XXp 
~

:  be a 

fuzzy continuous mapping. A fuzzy set XU   is said to be evenly fuzzy covered 

by p  if U  is fuzzy connected and open fuzzy set, and each fuzzy component of 

)(1 Up
 is an open fuzzy set that is mapped fuzzy homeomorphically onto U  by 

.p  

A fuzzy covering mapping is a fuzzy continuous surjective mapping 

XXp 
~

:  such that X
~

 is fuzzy path connected and locally fuzzy path 

connected, and every fuzzy point Xa   has an evenly fuzzy covered 

neighborhood. 

If XXp 
~

:  is a fuzzy covering mapping, we call X
~

 a fuzzy covering 

space of .X  

Definition 1.4. Let XX ,
~

 and B  be fuzzy topological spaces, XXp 
~

:  be a 

fuzzy covering mapping and XB:  be any fuzzy continuous mapping. If the 

mapping XB
~

:~   is fuzzy continuous such that ,=~ p  then ~  is called a 

fuzzy lifting of .  

Definition 1.5. A bijective mapping f  of fuzzy topological space ),( 1X  onto 

fuzzy topological space ),( 2Y  is called a fuzzy homeomorphism if it is fuzzy 

continuous and fuzzy open([7], [8], [10]). 

Definition 1.6. A mapping f  of fuzzy topological space ),( 1X  into a fuzzy 

topological space ),( 2Y  is called a fuzzy sheaf if it is locally fuzzy 

homeomorphism ([4], [5]). 

Let X  be a fuzzy path connected topological space and 
aH  be the 

fundamental group of X  based for any ,Xa   that is ),(= 1 
 aXHa  [12]. 

Let ),(= pxXX  be a pointed fuzzy topological space for an arbitrary fuzzy fixed 

point .Xxp   Let us denote the disjoint union of all fundamental groups obtained 

for each Xa   by ,H  i.e., .=




a
Xa

HH 


 H  is a set over X  and the mapping 

XH :  defined by  


 aA aa =))](([=)(  

for any =


 a  HHA aa 


 )]([  is onto. 

Now, let XW   be a open fuzzy set. Define a mapping HWs :  such 

that  

  aGAHas )](*)(*)([=)( 1
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 for each ,Wa   where 
p

x
p

x HA )]([  is any element and )]([ G  is an 

arbitrary fixed fuzzy homotopy class defines an isomorphism between 
aH  and 

p
xH . Then the change of s  depends on only the change of .)]([=

p
x

p
x A  

Furthermore, .1= Ws  Let us denote the totality of the mappings s  defined on 

W  by ).,( HW  

If B  is a fuzzy base for ,X  then ,:)({= BWWsB 
 )},( HWs   is 

a fuzzy base for .H  The mappings   and s  are fuzzy continuous in this 

topology. Moreover   is a locally fuzzy topological mapping. Then ),( H  is a 

fuzzy sheaf over .X  ),( H  or only H  is called “ the fuzzy sheaf of the 

fundamental groups”  over X  [6]. 

The group ),(= 1 
 aXHa  is called the stalk of the fuzzy sheaf H  for 

any .Xa   For any open fuzzy set ,XW   an element s  of ),( HW  is called 

a fuzzy section of the fuzzy sheaf H  over .W  The set ),( HW  is a group with 

the pointwise operation of multiplication. Thus, H  is fuzzy sheaf of groups over 

.X  That is, H  is an algebraic fuzzy sheaf. 

The fuzzy sheaf H  satisfies the following properties: 

    1.  Let XW   be an open fuzzy set. Then, a fuzzy section over W  can 

be extended to a global fuzzy section over .X  

    2.  Any two stalks of H  are isomorphic with each other. 

    3.  Let XWW 21,  be any two open fuzzy sets, ),( 11 HWs   and 

).,( 22 HWs   If )(=)( 0201 xsxs  for any fuzzy point ,210 WWx   then 

21 = ss  over the whole .21 WW   

    4.  Let XW   be an open fuzzy set and ).,(, 21 HWss   If 

)(=)( 0201 xsxs  for any fuzzy point ,0 Wx   then 
21 = ss  over the whole .W   

 

2. The Fuzzy Lifting Theorem on Fuzzy Covering Spaces  

 

In this section, it is shown that the fuzzy sheaf H  is a fuzzy covering 

space of .X Later, it is given “  Fuzzy Lifting Theorem”  for this fuzzy sheaf.We 

can state the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1. Let H  be the fuzzy sheaf of fundamental groups over ),( pxX  and 

W  be an open fuzzy set in .X  Then  

).,( HWH
p

x   
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 Proof. Let XW   be an open fuzzy set and ).,( HWs   Then there exists a 

unique element 
p

x
p

x
p

x HA )]([=   such that  

  aGAHas )](*)(*)([=)( 1
 

 for every .Wa   That is, to each element of ,
p

xH  there correspondence only 

one element in ).,( HW  Let us denote this correspondence by  

),(: HWH
p

x   

 such that s
p

x =)(  for any .
p

x
p

x H  Let ,)]([= 11

1

p
x

p
x A  

p
x

p
x A )]([= 22

2   and ,1

p
x  

2

p
x  determine the fuzzy sections ),,(, 21 HWss   

respectively. Then  

  aGAHas )](*)(*)([=)( 11

1

1


 

 and  

  aGAHas )](*)(*)([=)( 22

1

2


 

 for every .Wa   Then ),()( 21  asas   if .21

p
x

p
x    So   is one to one. As 

a result of definition of ,    is onto. Thus   is a bijection. 

  is a homomorphism. Because, if ,)]([= 11

1

p
x

p
x A  

,)]([= 22

2

p
x

p
x A  then  

p
x

p
x

p
x

p
x AA )]()]([= 2211

21    

           .)]()([= 2211
p

xAA    

So, the element 
p

x
p

x
p

x H 21   defines a fuzzy section ),( HWs   such that  

  aGAAHas )]())()(()([=)( 2211

1 
 

for every .Wa   On the other hand, for every ,Wa   

  aa GAHGAHasas )]()()()]()()([=)()( 22

1

11

1

11  
 

          .)]())()(()([= 2211

1


 aGAAH 

 

Thus,  

).()(===)( 21

21

21

p
x

p
x

p
x

p
x sss    

Therefore,   is an isomorphism. 
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We can state as a result of Theorem 2.1 that the stalk 
p

xH  completely 

determines the group of fuzzy sections over .W  In particular, if we take ,= XW  

then the stalk 
p

xH  completely determines the group of global fuzzy sections over 

.X  

Now we can state the following corollary. 

Corollary 2.1. Let H  be the fuzzy sheaf of fundamental groups over fuzzy 

topological space .X  Let 
aH  be the stalk over the fuzzy point Xa   and W  

be an open fuzzy set. Then, ).,( HWHa 


 Particularly, ).,( HXHa 


 

According to this corollary, we can say that, if 


 aa H  is any element 

and W  is an open fuzzy set in ,X  then there is a unique fuzzy section 

),( HWs   such that .=)(
  aas  Since  

WWsWs )(:| )(  

 is a fuzzy topological mapping and   ,|=
1

)(



Wss   

),(),(=)(1 HWsWsW ii
Ii




  

 and  

WWsiW
i

s )(:| )(  

 is a fuzzy topological mapping. So, the open fuzzy set W  is evenly fuzzy covered 

by .  Thus   is a fuzzy covering mapping and ),( H  is a fuzzy covering space 

of .X  

Now, let Xb   be any fuzzy point and )(C  be a fuzzy path initial 

point .b  Then the mapping  

HIs :  

is a fuzzy continuous mapping and .=)(   s  If we write 

,=))((
  bb Hbs   then s  is a fuzzy lifting of fuzzy path )(C  from 

the initial point 


b  over b  in .H  Write ),(=))((=)( CCsCs    then 

)(C  is unique, because the mapping XXsXs )(:| )(  is a fuzzy 

homeomorphism. 

We can then state the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.2. Let ),( H  be the fuzzy sheaf of fundamental groups over fuzzy 

topological space X ,  Xb   be any fuzzy point and )(C  be a fuzzy path with 
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initial point b  in .X  Then )(C  has a unique lifting )(* C  with initial point 


b  in ,

b
H  for .


 bb H  

Now, we give the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.3. Let ),( H  be the fuzzy sheaf of fundamental groups over fuzzy 

topological space X  and suppose that )( 11 C  and )( 22 C  are fuzzy paths with 

common initial point 


b  and terminal point 


c  in .H  Then )( 11 C  and 

)( 22 C  are fuzzy homotopic paths in H  if and only if ))((=)( 1111 CC     

and ))((=)( 2222 CC     are fuzzy homotopic paths in .X  

 Proof. If )( 1

*

1 C  is fuzzy homotopic to )( 2

*

2 C  by a fuzzy homotopy ,G  then 

G  is a fuzzy homotopy between ))(( 1

*

1 C   and ).)(( 2

*

2 C  For a proof 

of the other half of theorem, let b  and c  denote the common initial point and 

common terminal point of ))(( 1

*

1 C   and ),)(( 2

*

2 C   respectively. Let  

),()~,()~,(:  XJIH JI   

 be a fuzzy homotopy between ))(( 1

*

1 C   and ).)(( 2

*

2 C  On the other hand, 

if ,


 bb H  then there is a unique fuzzy section ),( HXs   such that 

.=)(
 bbs  So,  

  )(=)()( 1

*

11

*

1 CCs    

 and  

  ).(=)()( 2

*

22

*

2 CCs    

 Furthermore, Hs   is a fuzzy homotopy between )( 1

*

1 C  and ).( 2

*

2 C  

Thus, ),( H  is a regular fuzzy covering space of .X  

           Now, we can give “  Fuzzy Lifting Theorem”  for the fuzzy sheaf H . 

Theorem 2.4. Let ),,(= bXX  ),(=
1
cYY  be fuzzy path connected topological 

spaces, ),( H  be the fuzzy sheaf of fundamental groups over fuzzy pointed 

topological space ),( bX  and )(1


 bb

  be any fuzzy point. If  

),(),(:
1

 bXcYf   

is any fuzzy continuous mapping, then f  can be lifted to a unique fuzzy 

continuous  

),(),(:
1  bHcYf 

 

such that .= ff  
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 Proof. Let ),(),(:
1

 bXcYf   be a fuzzy continuous mapping. Then 

.=)(
1  bcf  If )(1


 bb

  is any fuzzy point, then there exists a unique 

fuzzy section ),( HXs   such that .=)(
 bbs Thus,  

),(),(:
1  bHcYfs   

is a fuzzy continuous mapping and  

.=)( ffs   

So, fs   is a fuzzy lifting of f  to .H  Let us denote fs   by .f   Since the 

fuzzy section s  is unique, 
f  is unique. 

Finally, we can state the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.5. Let ),,(= bXX  ),(=
1
cYY  be fuzzy path connected topological 

spaces, ),( H  be the fuzzy sheaf of fundamental groups over fuzzy pointed 

topological space ),( bX  and )(1


 bb

  be any fuzzy point and  

),(),(:,
1  bHcYgf 

 

be any two fuzzy continuous mappings such that .=  gf    Then we have  

.=  gf  

Proof. This is a result of Theorem 2.4. 

 

3. Conclusion 

 

 In this paper, the fuzzy sheaf of fundamental groups is  constructed over  fuzzy 

path connected topological spaces . It is shown that  this sheaf  is a fuzzy covering 

space . Also, it is given “  Fuzzy Lifting Theorem”  for this sheaf . 
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РЕЗЮМЕ 

 
Пусть имеется нечеткий пучок, связанный с топологическим пространством 

и являющийся нечетким пучком фундаментальных групп над нечеткими 

топологическими пространствами. Показано, что это нечеткое накрывающее 

пространство. Кроме того, для нечеткого пучка приводится «Теорема нечеткого 

поднятия». 

Ключевые слова: Нечеткий путь связанный с топологическим пространством, 

нечеткий пучок, нечеткое пространство покрытия, нечеткая теорема о подъеме. 
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